Correspondence between usual categorical scores where frequencies sum to one and stayability of herd life measured as survival to several age periods is illustrated. The singularity of the variancecovariance matrix of categorically measured traits when each category is a separate trait also is true for stayability, since the measurement for the last period for stayability is always zero, has variance zero, and covariances zero with measurements in preceding periods. Best linear unbiased prediction for stayability of a bull's daughters is achieved by ignoring the last period. A procedure is described for predicting stayability of daughters having variable opportunity for stayability measurements that utilizes production and all available measures of stayability.
INTRODUCTION
Stayability of a bull's daughters is the fraction surviving to a specified age. Everett et al. (4) chose survival to ages 36, 48, 60, 72, and 84 mo as separate stayability traits. Stayability currently is being evaluated at 48 mo (11) . The evaluation considers only daughters with opportunity to have survived 48 mo. Stayabilities at various ages make up a major component of profitability (1) when lifetime yields by daughters and their descendants are considered. In these uses, stayability is a categorically scored trait. The purposes of this paper are 1) to show the relationship between mutually exclusive categories of period when survival ceases and stayability, and, more importantly, 2) to propose a procedure for predicting stayability using milk and survival information on all daughters, irrespective of opportunity for survival.
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Prediction of frequencies of future progeny for traits scored in mutually exclusive categories such as calving difficulty was proposed with each category a separate trait (2) . Descriptions of best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) (e.g., 6, 7, 8, 10) for single trait and multiple trait evaluation, however, include the assumption that variance-covariance matrices of random elements of the model are nonsingular. Variance-covariance matrices where measurements for each category are 0 to 1 are singular, since the sum of frequencies of the categories is unity. Discussion of the problem (R. Anderson, personal communication) led to the assertion that discarding measurements in one category and using variance-covariance matrices of the remaining categories would lead to BLUP of frequencies of the categories (3). That generalized inverse of the full but singular variancecovariance matrix does satisfy the condition described by Harville (5) for BLUP. Quaas and Van Vleck (13) outlined the procedure to predict frequencies of progeny in categories when the frequencies of categories sum to unity. Stayability as defined here is a categorically scored trait, but the means do not sum to one as they do for mutually exclusive categories.
Correspondence of Stayability Measurements and Scores for Mutually Exclusive Categories of When Survival Ceases
Correspondence is shown by example. Let measurement of 36-mo stayability be 0 if the cow fails to survive past 36 mo, 1 if she survives, and s~milarly for survival to 48 mo, 60 mo, 72 rno, and 0 for /> 72 too. Let measurements of failure to survive be 1 for only one of the periods < 36 too, 37 to 48 mo, 49 to 60 mo, 61 to 72 mo, and > 72 mo and 0 otherwise. Let s be the vector of observations for stayability for the five categories and p be the vector of observations for failure to survive. The correspondence is: The last category of stayability always must be zero to correspond to death in the last or final period and, thus, to match the probability of death in the last period.
Let si be the observation for survival through period i and Pi be the observation for death in period i. Then by inspection The mean vector for the p's are the multi-
The phenotypic variance-covariance matrix nomial probabilities of the p's is well known: The phenotypic variance-covariance matrices can be partitioned into parts as, for example, the variance-covariance matrices associated with sire, herd-year-season (HYS), and residual effects.
Correspondences between the p's and s's are such that predictions for either system can be converted into the other system.
Prediction of Stayability
Stayability for all periods can be predicted jointly from records for all opportunity groups as well as from records on other traits as, for example, milk production by mixed model methods of Henderson (8) and Henderson "and Quaas (10) . Correct generalized inverses of variance-covariance matrices of survival traits must be used. If stayability traits are used, the last category, e.g., /> 72 mo, usually will be ignored. If traits associated with periods of death are used, then any category can be ignored but usually will be the last.
Let the model be y = X/3+ Zu + e, where the observation vector on n cows, y, is Y' = (Y'I Y~ • •. Yn) with Yi the observations on cow i which would be other traits and the number of stayability observations associated with her opportunity group, X is the incidence matrix for fixed effects associated with the observations, /3 is the vector of fixed effects, Z is the incidence matrix for random effects, which may have some zero columns, u is the vector of random effects for herd-year-seasons and sires with the traits in order within sires and herd-year-seasons, and e is a vector of random residual effects. where Ykij is the vector of totals of daughters of sire j which have opportunity for measurements on the first k traits in HYS i with other elements equal to zero. When k = 1, only the first element of the vector is nonzero; when k = 2, the nonzero elements will be totals for traits one and two on those cows having opportunity for just those two traits; and R~ is the generalized inverse of R k obtained from the direct inverse of the nonzero block augmented by zeros in the remaining rows and columns.
Example
In the example, herd-year-seasons will be ignored, but in practice each HYS set of equations probably would be absorbed after they are accumulated. Trait 1 will be milk yield, and traits 2 through 4 will be measures of stayability to 36, 48, 60, and 72 mo. The example will consider only the two cases where 1) all animals have an opportunity to stay in the herd more than 72 mo, and 2) all animals have an opportunity to survive more than 48 mo. Suppose .00800
i Sire 1 has 10 daughters with total milk production of 1500 in the first lactation (milk to nearest 100 units); 8 survived to 36 too, 7 to 48 too, 4 to 60 mo, 2 to 72 mo, and all are dead sometime after 72 too.
Sire 2 has 20 daughters with total milk production of 2800; 18 survived to 36 mo, 16 to 48 too, 10 to 60 too, 6 to 72 too, and all are dead sometime after 72 too.
The mixed model equations become: To predict stayability for 60 and 72 too, outside estimates of mean frequencies are needed although differences among sires can be predicted from the solutions. If combinations of opportunity groups were used, R 3 would be augmented by two rows and two columns of zeros, R2 by 3 rows and columns, etc.
Prediction of Multinomial Frequencies
The procedure for prediction of categorical frequencies from records classified according to time of leaving the herd is almost exactly the same as for stayability. 
DISCUSSION
There are two major unanswered questions. The procedure requires estimates of variances and covariances which are unbiased by selection. Stayability, almost by definition, involves selection. For example, only cows with relatively high milk yield in first lactation may be allowed to have further lactations (stayability). If milk yield in the first lactation can be considered a nonselected trait, then use of proper variances and covariances will result in prediction of stayability unbiased by selection (8) . The procedure of Rothschild et al. (15) might result in unbiased estimates of the variances and covariances. The computing difficulties may be much more severe with more than two traits (14) .
The second question deals with inclusion of fixed effects other than a mean vector in the model. Theoretically, if frequencies change with fixed effects, the variance-covariance structure also changes. Whether relatively small changes have much influence is unknown. Biases in prediction of sire effects may occur when herdyear-season effects are correlated with sire effects. Biases can be removed by computing as if herd-year-season effects are fixed for continuous traits (8) . Can this be done also for categorical traits or must computation always be with herd-year-season effects random?
